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Abstract: Heavy vector-like quarks of charge  1=3, B, have been searched for at the
LHC through the decays B ! bZ; bh; tW . In models where the B quark also carries
charge under a new gauge group, new decay channels may dominate. We focus on the case
where the B is charged under a U(1)0 and describe simple models where the dominant decay
mode is B ! bZ 0 ! b(bb). With the inclusion of dark matter such models can explain
the excess of gamma rays from the Galactic center. We develop a search strategy for this
decay chain and estimate that with integrated luminosity of 300 fb 1 the LHC will have
the potential to discover both the B and the Z 0 for B quarks with mass below  1:6 TeV,
for a broad range of Z 0 masses. A high-luminosity run can extend this reach to 2 TeV.
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Massive vector-like quarks exist in many extensions of the Standard Model (SM), e.g.
extra-dimensional models (both warped and at), little Higgs theories, and composite
Higgs models, and they are being actively searched for at the LHC. Because these massive
states are vector-like they need not have the same SM quantum numbers as states in the
SM, but in many instances they do. We focus on that case here. In particular, we consider
massive quarks, B, that have the same SM charges as the right-handed bottom quark.
These new particles can be produced through their QCD couplings and are presently
searched for through the decays B ! hb=Zb=Wt [1{3]; similarly, heavy top partners are
searched for in decays T ! ht=Zt=Wb [3{7]. The present bounds on the B mass vary from
 750 GeV if the decay is purely to Zb, to  900 GeV if the decay is purely to hb. The
bound is  790 GeV in the Goldstone limit where the branching ratios are B(B ! Zb) :
B(B ! Wt) : B(B ! hb) = 1 : 2 : 1. The bounds can be weakened if the B quark decays
to alternative nal states. In this paper, we devise an LHC search strategy appropriate for
one such exotic decay and estimate its potential sensitivity.
The B quark can be part of a larger extension of the SM and in particular could be

















B quark, which mixes with the SM b quark, carries an additional U(1) charge. Such a
scenario has a simple realisation within the context of \Eective Z 0 models" [8]. These
models introduce, in addition to the massive vector-like quark, a new U(1)0 gauge group
and a scalar to break it. Although we focus on the case where only the vector Z 0 is lighter
than the B, our collider analysis will be eective provided that one or both of the Z 0 and
the scalar  are lighter than the B. In section 2 we describe in more detail the particle
content, parameter space, and phenomenology of this class of models. We demonstrate
that it is natural for the new decay chain B0 ! bZ 0 ! b(bb), shown in gure 1, to dominate
over the modes that are currently being searched for. We also outline other interesting
nal states, involving SM bosons, leptons or missing energy, that can occur in some regions
of parameter space and which are also interesting to search for at the LHC.
There may be other states charged under the U(1)0, and if any are stable and electrically
neutral they can be a dark matter (DM) candidate. The annihilation products of such a
DM candidate would be rich in b quarks. This presents an intriguing possibility since it is
well known that the excess of high energy gamma rays seen coming from the proximity of
the Galactic center [9, 10] can be explained by a 30{50 GeV DM particle annihilating to bb,
or a heavier DM particle annihilating to a pair of resonances, with mass near 50 GeV, that
decay to bb. Thus, there is a possible connection between an astrophysical signal in gamma
rays and a collider search in multi-b nal states. We will discuss the phenomenology of the
model once DM is added, and we will include as one of our collider benchmarks a scenario
where the Z 0 has a mass of 50 GeV.
Having motivated B ! (Z 0=)b; Z 0=! bb as a search channel for heavy B quarks we
propose a new search strategy at the LHC, described in detail in section 3. The nal state
contains six b quarks but due to the kinematics may not contain six b-jets. For this reason,
and to be conservative, we only require three b-tags in each event. To further suppress
background we nd it benecial to place a cut on the total hadronic activity in the event,
HT 
P
jets pT , that scales with the B mass being searched for.
To maximize our sensitivity over a broad range of B and Z 0 masses we apply three
approaches to event reconstruction, which use the hardest four, ve, and six jets, respec-
tively. A given event is subjected to all reconstruction methods for which it qualies, e.g.
if the event has six or more hard jets all three methods are applied. Each reconstruction
method rst tries to form Z 0 candidates, keeping only those pairs of candidates whose
masses are within 10% of one another. If Z 0 candidates are found we then attempt to form
B candidates by pairing Z 0 candidates with an extra jet, and again keep only those that
are within 10% in mass. The six-jet analysis reconstructs Z 0 candidates as dijet pairs, the
four-jet analysis reconstructs Z 0 candidates as single jets with sub-structure, using the N -
subjettiness variable [11], and the ve-jet analysis reconstructs one Z 0 candidate as a dijet
system and the other as a single jet with substructure. For signal events the distribution
of (MZ0 ;MB) pairs has a clear concentration close to the expected values. The background
distribution, coming dominantly from tt and QCD multi-jet, has a dierent shape, allowing
separation of signal and background over a broad range of masses.
In ref. [12], a dierent model with a heavy vector-like B decaying to a b quark and



























Figure 1. The BB production and decay process that is the primary focus of our analysis.
scenario based on existing data, using an ATLAS multijet search [13] and a CMS search
for R-parity violating gluino decays [14]. These analyses look for excesses in multijet nal
states without attempting to reconstruct subresonances.
In section 4 we present our results, which show that discovery at the 5 level is possi-
ble for a broad range of MZ0 , with MB . 1250 GeV for 30 fb 1, with MB . 1600 GeV for
300 fb 1, and with MB . 2000 GeV for 3000 fb 1. Accurately modelling the QCD back-
ground is a fraught enterprise. In a full experimental analysis the background needs to be
estimated from data, and we describe one approach to doing so in section 4. By relaxing
the number of b-jets required for an event to pass the cuts one can determine the expected
shape of the (MZ0 ;MB) distribution for background alone. The normalisation of the dis-
tribution can be estimated by comparing the total number of events with and without the
b-tags, before the analysis cuts requiring B and Z 0 candidates. We show that this approach
works well when tested out on Monte Carlo data and propose other sidebands that may
be available to estimate the QCD background from data.
2 An eective Z0 model
In this section we describe a particular eective Z 0 model [8] and identify parameter
space that realizes the phenomenology we wish to study. Although we add a relatively
modest number of new elds beyond those of the SM, several new interactions are al-
lowed and multiple new phenomena can arise. We introduce a pair of vector-like quarks,
(B;Bc), which are charged under a new U(1)0 and also charged under the SM in a sim-
ilar way to the RH bottom quark, i.e. B has quantum numbers (3;1; 1=3; 1) under
(SU(3); SU(2);U(1)Y ;U(1)
0) and Bc has (3;1; 1=3; 1). Because the new quarks enter
as a vector-like pair, there are no issues with gauge anomalies. In addition we introduce a
new complex scalar  that has charge +1 under the U(1)0, but which is otherwise neutral.




















leading to a mass for the U(1)0 gauge eld,
MZ0 = g
0w: (2.2)
For the collider phenomenology that interests us, this is the minimal model. If there are
also vector-like fermions (; c) that are neutral under the SM but charged under the U(1)0,
they can provide a viable DM candidate, as we investigate below. An analogous setup with
a vector-like top quark, T , in place of B has been considered in ref. [15].
The QCD cross section for BB pair production depends only on the mass of the vector-
like quarks, but the resultant nal states for these pair-production events depend upon the
sizes of the various possible couplings between the SM and the new sector. In section 2.1
we consider these couplings and the mixings they induce. In sections 2.2{2.4, we study the
decays of B, Z 0, and . We nd that the decay chain that we use for our collider studies,
B ! bZ 0 ! b(bb), can easily dominate, although the analysis we develop is equally eective
if B ! b! b(bb) dominates. We discuss DM phenomenology in models that incorporate
the (; c) elds in section 2.5.
2.1 Mixing of B, Z0, and  with Standard Model elds
2.1.1 Quark mixing
If the only interactions of the vector-like quarks were their gauge interactions, there would
be an unbroken Z2 parity under which the new fermions are odd. However, the gauge
symmetries of the theory allow a so-called -kawa interaction, Bbc, which breaks the
Z2 and allows B to decay. Including this Lagrangian term, the B and b masses arise from
L   mBBBc   Bbc   ybQHbc + h:c: (2.3)
More generally, B can couple to a linear combination of dc, sc, and bc, but to be con-
sistent with avor constraints we assume that this linear combination is dominated by bc.
Alternatively, we could introduce three copies of the heavy vector-like quarks that couple
in a avor symmetric fashion to the SM down-type quarks, but with a hierarchy in the
masses of the heavy quarks, such that the only sizable eective coupling of the Z 0 is to the
b quark. For a recent example of how incorporating small amounts of avor violation into
this framework can be used to address avor anomalies, see ref. [16].
Once  acquires a vev it induces B  b mixing. This mixing is largest in the RH quark
sector. The mass-eigenstate RH quark elds are
~bc = cRb
c   sRBc ; ~Bc = cRBc + sRbc ; (2.4)
with the mixing angle determined by









2hi2 +m2B is the physical mass of heavier eigenstate, and we work in the






















where as above we denote the physical mass of a eld f by Mf . One consequence of b B
















where v ' 246 GeV.
2.1.2 Gauge kinetic mixing
Another renormalizable interaction allowed by the symmetries of the theory is kinetic





This operator allows the Z 0 to decay to SM elds. If this operator is absent at some high
scale  (for example, this could be the scale at which SU(2)0 breaks to U(1)0), it will be
generated by B and b loops. Taking MB to be somewhat above the U(1)
0 breaking scale,
we can approximate the value of  at the scale MB by ignoring the quark mixing, giving









Provided  is not too far above MB, we expect   10 3   10 2 for g0  gY . Signicantly
smaller values of  are possible for smaller g0, or if contributions from additional states
partially cancel contributions from b and B loops.
Working to rst order in , we obtain diagonal kinetic terms and mass terms with the
eld redenitions
b ! czb + szZ (2.10)
A ! A   cW (czb + szZ) (2.11)
Z ! (cz + sW sz)Z + (sW cz   sz)b; (2.12)
where sW and cW are sine and cosine of the weak-mixing angle, and the mixing angle z
is introduced to remove mass mixing induced by the kinetic mixing. Precision electroweak
constraints on kinetically-mixed Z 0 have been studied in refs. [17, 18]. For MZ0 < MZ ,
typical bounds on the kinetic mixing parameter are  . (2  3)  10 2. As MZ0 is raised
far above MZ the bound on  weakens. Stronger bounds of  . a few 10 3 are obtained
for MZ0 'MZ , where z is enhanced.








































to rst order in . In section 2.3 we consider the competition between quark mixing and
kinetic mixing in determining Z 0 branching ratios.
2.1.3 Scalar mixing
With the addition of  the scalar potential is
V (; H) =  m2H jHj2 + H jHj4  m2jj2 + jj4 + HjHj2jj2 : (2.15)
The mixed quartic term leads to a mass mixing between the Higgs and  elds, producing
mass-eigenstate scalars








determines the mixing angle.
Scalar mixing leads to corrections to the partial widths of the SM Higgs boson of the
form  ! c2h SM , with the exception of the partial width to b quarks, which is also altered
by the b B mixing. At tree level we have



















 SM (h! bb) :
(2.18)
In the absence of scalar mixing, the correction factor is







and the deviation from the SM result is tiny due to the smallness of Mb.
If the Z 0 is light enough, scalar mixing also induces a new decay mode,














h . This could lead to many interesting signatures depending on how
the Z 0 decays, e.g. h! 4b, h! invisible (if Z 0 decays to DM), or h! 4` without a Z reso-
nance. Furthermore, the Higgs may be produced in B decays (as discussed in section 2.2),
resulting in a nal state from B B production with as many as 10 b's. Exotic Higgs de-
cays, e.g. h! ZZ 0, can also be induced by kinetic mixing. The eects of scalar and kinetic
mixing on Higgs decays have been widely studied in the literature, see for example ref. [19].
Beyond its eects on the Higgs particle, scalar mixing also impacts  decays. In
section 2.4 we consider the competition between the -kawa interaction and scalar mixing

















2.2 Heavy quark decays
As discussed above, the Bbc interaction term breaks the Z2 parity acting on the new
fermions and allows the B to decay. At tree level, the possible two-body nal states are
Z 0b, Zb, W t, b, and hb.
For decays of B into a vector boson v and a fermion f , the relevant interaction term
has the form
L  f(LPL + RPR)B v; (2.21)
























B. Neglecting corrections induced by kinetic
mixing, the relevant couplings for B ! Z 0b, B ! Zb, and B !W t are
Z
0b
L =  g0cLsL Z
0b








WtR = 0; (2.25)
where sL, cL, sR, and cR describe the mixing in the fermion sector, with the left- and
right-handed mixings related through Equation (2.6).
For decays of B into a real scalar s and a fermion f , the relevant interaction term has
the form
L  f (LPL + RPR)B s; (2.26)
and the tree-level partial width is
 (B ! sf) = MB
32
 







(1 + xf   xs) + 2 (LR + RL)pxf
i
;

















(cLsh  sLchyb) hbR =  
sRp
2
(sLsh+ cLchyb) : (2.29)
We allow for the possibility of mixing in the scalar sector, with sh and ch determined by
Equation (2.17).
The comparison between the various B partial widths simplies if we neglect scalar
mixing (sh ! 0) and work to leading non-vanishing order in (Mb=MB)2. In this approxi-
mation we nd
 (B ! Z 0b) = (cR)
2
64


















































Figure 2. Left: contours of  (B ! Z 0b)= (B ! hb=Zb=W t). We neglect the masses of
all SM particles, which overestimates the partial widths into SM states. Right: contours of
 (B ! Z 0b)= (B ! b).




 (B ! Zb) = (ybsR)
2
64
(1  xZ)2 (1 + 2xZ)MB (2.32)








(1  xt   xW )2   4xtxW (2.34)
 (1  xt)2 + xW (1 + xt   2xW )MB:
In the regime where MB is much larger than all other masses, we have
 (B ! Z 0b) '  (B ! b) (2.35)
 (B ! Zb) '  (B ! hb) ' 1
2
 (B !Wt) (2.36)





 (B ! Zb); (2.37)
consistent with Goldstone equivalence.
Our collider studies will focus on the decay of B to Z 0b. As shown in the left-hand plot
of gure 2, this decay can easily dominate over decays into SM states, due to the smallness






which goes to MB=(y
SM
b hi) in the  ! 0 limit. It is not therefore not necessary for 
to be large for B ! Z 0b to dominate. Given ample phase space for the decay, B ! Z 0b

















The remaining competing decay, B ! b, can be forbidden kinematically by raising
M above MB. A light Z
0 is consistent with M > MB because g0 can be taken to be
small. The opposite scenario is also possible: one can have a light  with MZ0 > MB if
the quartic coupling  is small. In this case B ! b can be the dominant decay. The
right-hand plot of of gure 2 shows how the ratio  (B ! Z 0b)= (B ! b) depends on M
and MZ0 when both channels are kinematically accessible.
If B ! b dominates, the results of our collider studies apply essentially unchanged,
provided that  decays dominantly to bb ( decays are studied in section 2.4). If instead
both B ! Z 0b and B ! b have sizable branching ratios, the analysis we develop below
is exible enough to reconstruct both BB ! bb events and BB ! Z 0Z 0bb events, even
if MZ0 and M are very dierent. Two invariant mass peaks at distinct values of MZ0=M
would be found, with reduced strength compared to the case with just one dominant
channel. Our analysis is not designed to reconstruct BB ! Z 0bb events eciently, unless
the Z 0 and  happen to be close in mass.
2.3 Z0 decays
At tree level, and neglecting kinetic mixing, the potential two-body channels for Z 0 decay
are bb, bB, bB, and BB, some of which might be kinematically forbidden. Kinetic mixing
allows for decays into other fermions, including leptons, and decays to bosons. If DM is
charged under U(1)0 and is suciently light, there will also be invisible decays of the Z 0,
as discussed in section 2.5.
For decays of the Z 0 into fermions f1f2, the interaction term
L  f1(LPL + RPR)f2 Z 0 (2.39)
leads to the tree-level partial width













2  y1   y2   (y1   y2)2
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Neglecting corrections induced by kinetic mixing, the relevant couplings for Z 0 ! bb,






















































 yB  1 6c2R+c4RMZ0 : (2.46)
Our collider studies will focus on scenarios with MB > MZ0 , in which case Z
0 ! bb is the
only allowed decay among those above.
Kinetic mixing modies the Z 0 widths given in (2.44){(2.46) and opens up new Z 0
























Z0 . These couplings can be
used with Equation (2.40) to calculate the Z 0 partial widths into SM fermions induced by
kinetic mixing. For fermions that can be approximated as massless, the result simplies to














1CAM 0Z : (2.48)
Kinetic mixing also opens up decays of the Z 0 to boson pairs, if kinematically allowed, with
partial widths





















If present, scalar mixing modies  (Z 0 ! Zh) and, for suciently light , induces a partial
width for Z 0 ! Z .
Large values of  allow for abundant Z 0 production through its couplings to light
quarks. The Z 0 can then decay to leptons, and LHC constraints on dilepton resonances
potentially become relevant [20]. For smaller  the Z 0 is mainly produced through its
interactions with b and B quarks, but interesting leptonic signatures can still be induced
by , e.g. one or two dilepton resonances produced in association with b-jets.
In sections 3 and 4 we focus on the case where the dominant decay is Z ! bb. To
estimate what values of  are consistent with this scenario, we consider the ratio
RZ0   (Z
0) with only kinetic mixing turned on
 (Z 0 ! bb) with only quark mixing turned on ; (2.51)











If we require RZ0 to be small, we get the relatively weak constraints on  shown in gure 3.
Taking MB = 1 TeV,  = 1, and sin R = 0:5, RZ0 < 0:1 implies  < 9  10 3 for







































Figure 3. In the region below the lower orange line (upper blue line), the total width of the Z 0
induced by kinetic mixing (in the absence of quark mixing) is less than 10% (50%) of the partial
width into bb induced by quark mixing, given by eq. (2.44).
2.4  decays
In our discussion of  decays we will consider the eects of scalar mixing, but we will neglect
kinetic mixing. If the scalar mixing vanishes, then at tree level, the potential two-body
channels for  decay are Z 0Z 0, bb, BB, bB, and Bb. Because we are mainly interested in
how  will decay if it happens to be produced in B and B decays, we will take M < MB
for this section, kinematically forbidding decays to BB, bB, and Bb.
Scalar mixing allows the  to acquire the decay channels of the SM Higgs. For any decay
channel X open to a SM Higgs of mass M, excluding channels involving b quarks, we have
 (! X) = s2h (h! X)jMh!M : (2.53)
The decay width to bb depends on the quark mixing. Working to leading order in Mb, the
tree-level width is
















The remaining two-body, tree-level partial widths are


































If the heavy B quarks decay mainly to b, the results of section 4 will apply when 
particles decay mainly to bb. Taking MB = 1 TeV and w = M, we show in gure 4 the



















































Figure 4. Contours of Br( ! bb) = 0.9 (solid) and 0.5 (dashed), for jshj = 10 1 (blue), 10 2
(red), 10 3 (green), and 10 4 (orange). The left and right plots have sh > 0 and sh < 0, respectively.
We take MB = 1 TeV and w = M, and we assume that ! Z 0Z 0 is kinematically forbidden.
Z, and h pairs, the mixing in the scalar sector must be very small for bb to dominate over
these modes. We assume MZ0 > M=2 to make gure 4, but  ! Z 0Z 0 can easily be the
most important decay mode if it is kinematically accessible.
2.5 Dark Matter
In this work we focus mainly on the LHC phenomenology of the B and the Z 0. However, our
model, over part of the parameter space, also provides a natural explanation for the excess of
high energy gamma-rays seen coming from the proximity of the Galactic center, the so called
Galactic Center Excess (GCE), or Gooperon [9, 10, 21{31]. The spectrum of the excess
photons is well t by a 30{50 GeV DM particle annihilating directly to bb, as well as by a
10 GeV DM particle annihilating to  's. It may also be t by cascade annihilations of DM
to light mediators which in turn decay to pairs of SM particles [32{35]. In particular, the
spectrum of the GCE is better t for annihilations of the form ! Z 0Z 0 ! (bb)(bb) than
for direct annihilations to b's if M  30 GeV +MZ0=2 [35], e.g.(M;M 0Z) = (60; 50) GeV.
We introduce a pair of vector-like fermions, ; c, with charges Q and  Q under
the U(1)0 but no SM charge. Provided Q 6= 0, these fermions are stable at the level of
renormalizable interactions. Recall that we have normalized the U(1)0 gauge coupling g0 so
that , B, and Bc have charges +1,  1, and +1. If Q is not an integer, an unbroken global,
abelian symmetry guarantees the stability of ; c. Even if ; c are not absolutely stable,
they can easily be stable on cosmological time scales if any non-renormalizable operators
that induce their decays are generated at the Planck scale or some other very high scale.
Provided Q 6= 1;2, there are no operators at dimensions ve or six leading to  decays.
For M > MZ0 or M > (MZ0 + M)=2, the annihilation processes  ! Z 0Z 0 or
 ! Z 0 are accessible. This allows for a secluded DM scenario [36], in which the
couplings that determine the relic abundance are independent of those that determine the

































For masses that t the GCE the correct relic abundance is achieved for g0Q  0:2. We
have checked this and other results from this section using micrOMEGAs [37]. If ! Z 0
is also a relevant annihilation channel, slightly smaller values of g0Q work.
If M is too light to annihilate into nal states involving Z
0 and , the correct relic
abundance can still be achieved through  ! bb, mediated by s-channel Z 0 exchange.







































Unlike the case where the relic abundance is set by ! Z 0Z 0=Z 0, achieving the correct
relic abundance through ! bb requires that MB not be too large. The annihilation rate
is resonantly enhanced for MZ0 close to 2M, but the correct relic abundance can also be
obtained far o resonance. For example, taking MB = 1 TeV, M = 40 GeV (as preferred
for the GCE), and MZ0 = 250 GeV, we need Q
2 ' 4. Taking  = 1 and maximal mixing
in the RH quark sector, we get g0 = (MZ0)=(
p
2sRMB) = 1=4, and the coupling of the Z
0
to DM is not too large: g0Q ' 1.
For M < MZ0=2, the presence of DM coupled to the Z
0 opens up an invisible decay
mode with partial width




1  4y (1 + 2y)MZ0 ; (2.60)




Z0 . The invisible width can easily dominate over the width into bb,
eq. (2.44). In this case BB pair production at the LHC can lead to bb+ =ET events targeted
by standard SUSY searches [38, 39].
Because the nucleus has no net b-charge, direct detection rates are highly suppressed
in the absence of kinetic mixing. Kinetic mixing leads to a spin-independent coupling of














 10 46cm2 ; (2.61)
where we normalise to scattering o xenon. For M  50 GeV, LUX has probed down
to  ' 8  10 46 cm2 [40]. Parameters chosen to explain the GCE in the secluded DM

















unreasonable, especially given that g0 can be small. Taking  to be given by Equation (2.9)
with the log set to one, the constraint is satised for g0  1=20, which requires Q  4
for the relic abundance. The  ! bb explanation of the GCE is consistent with values
of MZ0 larger than those preferred by the secluded DM explanation, meaning that LUX
constraints can be satised with larger values of .
We have been assuming that  and c form a Dirac fermion of mass M, but it is
possible that the mass eigenstates are Majorana fermions. For example, if Q =  1=2, the
interactions
L   + ccc + h:c: (2.62)
are allowed, leading to Majorana masses when  gets a vev. If these Majorana masses are
much smaller than the Dirac mass, the relic density calculation does not change much, but
the cross section for direct detection is dramatically reduced. Larger values of  and/or
c can change the phenomenology in various ways, e.g. scalar mixing can induce a Higgs-
mediated contribution to the cross section for direct detection, nal states involving  can
become more important for the relic abundance calculation, and  can potentially decay
invisibly to DM.
3 Searching at the LHC
Traditional searches for heavy vector-like B quarks have focused on decays to SM bosons
and quarks [2, 41, 42]. As we have seen, the presence of Z 0 and  (and  if DM is
included), can signicantly alter the phenomenology. Which of the many possible search
channels dominates depends upon the masses of the new particles and upon the relative
sizes of the various mixings, namely kinetic mixing, quark mixing, and scalar mixing.
We will consider the situation where the dominant decays are B ! Z 0b followed by
Z 0 ! bb. As discussed in section 2, B ! Z 0b tends to dominate for M > MB > MZ0 , unless
hi is much larger than MB (see gure 2), while Z 0 ! bb dominates for MB > MZ0 and suf-
ciently small kinetic mixing (see gure 3). It will be possible to infer from our nal results
the eect of branching ratios smaller than one. If B decays to both Z 0b and b our analysis
would nd both resonances but at reduced signicance, as long as both Z 0 and  decay to bb.
The sizeable QCD production rate of BB, shown in gure 5, makes our primary
channel of interest pp ! BB ! (bZ 0)(bZ 0) ! b(bb)b(bb), which is not presently being
searched for. Before describing in detail the search strategy we advocate, we briey discuss
other interesting channels that are worthy of investigation.
Although their couplings are suppressed by the quark mixing angle, the Z 0 and  can
be singly produced in association with b quarks, which may be forward boosted. If these
states decay to bb, their existence is probed by LHC searches for bb resonances produced in
association with b quarks [43]. Recasting the results of the CMS search for neutral Higgs
bosons [43], produced in association with b quarks and decaying into a pair of b quarks,
places a weak constraint on the Z 0 production cross section. For MZ0 = 100 GeV we nd
g0s2R . 0:3, this bound on the coupling weakens to g0s2R . 0:8 at Z 0 mass of 500 GeV, and


























Figure 5. BB production cross section at the LHC with
p
s = 14 TeV.
With kinetic mixing the Z 0 will have a di-leptonic branching ratio, but unless  is
suciently large the usual Z 0 bounds are weakened by the necessity of producing it in
association with b quarks. The dilepton resonance can also show up in decays of the B, in
which case the nal state would be a pair of dileptonic resonances and two b quarks, which
can be paired up into two b`` resonances.
If  is suciently heavy it can decay to Z 0Z 0. Or, if  ! Z 0Z 0 is kinematically
forbidden but the scalar mixing is suciently large, then  can decay to hh, WW , and
ZZ if it is heavy enough. When B ! b dominates, BB production can therefore lead to
events with as many as ten b quarks, with various sub-resonances among the b-jets. Finally,
if we incorporate DM into the theory the Z 0 and/or the  might decay invisibly, leading
to events with b-jets and MET.
Returning to our channel of primary focus, BB ! (bZ 0)(bZ 0)! b(bb)b(bb), the results
of section 4 are based on simulations of 45 separate parameter points covering a broad range
of B and Z 0 masses. Before presenting those results, we describe our analysis technique.
To aid in the discussion, we adopt three representative benchmark points.
Benchmark 1 (MB = 1 TeV, MZ0 = 50 GeV). This light Z
0 benchmark is motivated
by the secluded DM explanation of the GCE if, as discussed in section 2.5, the DM mass
is around 60 GeV. Larger values of MZ0 are consistent with the GCE if the dark matter
annihilates directly to bb. This benchmark requires jet-substructure techniques because the
large mass dierence between B and Z 0 means that the bb from the Z 0 decay will typically
form a single massive jet.
It is not dicult to nd parameters consistent with MB = 1 TeV, MZ0 = 50 GeV, and
Br(B ! Z 0b) ' Br(Z 0 ! bb) ' 1. For example, start with g0 = 1=20, corresponding to
hi = MB=
p
2 and sR = =
p
2. For this value of g0, B ! b is forbidden if the  quartic
coupling satises  > 1=2 (here we neglect scalar mixing), in which case gure 2 shows
the B decays dominantly to Z 0b (unless sR ' 1). Figure 3 shows that for  . 10 22, Z 0
will mainly decay to bb. If we incorporate Dirac fermion dark matter with M = 60 GeV,
the relic abundance requires g0Q  0:2 in the secluded DM scenario, or Q  4. Then we

















Benchmark 2 (MB = 1:5 TeV, MZ0 = 750 GeV). This \medium mass" point can
be discovered with high signicance after 300 fb 1 of data, even with sizable systematic
uncertainties, and will have hints after 30 fb 1 (see gure 10). An example set of model
parameters for this point starts with hi = 1500 GeV (corresponding to g0 = 0:35 and
sR = ). With this choice of parameters, M > MB is realized for  & 1=4, in which case
B ! Z 0b typically dominates. For Z 0 ! bb to dominate only requires  . 0:162.
Benchmark 3 (MB = 2 TeV, MZ0 = 1:5 TeV). Because of its small production cross
section, this \high mass" point may require as much as 3000 fb 1 to be discovered. For
an example set of parameters we can again start with hi = 1500 GeV (corresponding to
g0 = 1=
p
2 and sR = 3=4). To have M > MB we need  & 4=9, and for Z 0 ! bb to
dominate we need  . 0:192.
3.1 Simulation
We implement the model in Feynrules [44]. Our signal simulations use
MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [45] for parton-level event generation, PYTHIA 8.2 [46] for showering
and hadronization, and Delphes3 [47] for detector simulation. The dominant background
comes from QCD multijet production, followed by tt production. We simulate these back-
ground processes with PYTHIA 8.2 and Delphes3. Jets are clustered with FastJet [48] using
the anti-kt algorithm [49] with R = 0:5. For Delphes settings we use the default \CMS"
parameter card that comes with the distribution. This card sets the b-tagging eciencies
for the high-pT jets that will be important for our analysis at approximately 0.5 (jj  1:2)
and 0.4 (1:2 < jj  2:5) for b-jets, 0.2 (jj  1:2) and 0.1 (1:2 < jj  2:5) for c-jets, and
10 3 for light jets.
We use Hathor [50] to calculate vector-quark production cross sections at NNLO [51]
with MSTW2008 NNLO parton distribution functions [52]. For the tt production cross
section we take  = 954 pb, based on ref. [51]. For the QCD background we adopt the LO
cross section reported by Pythia. Pythia8 with default settings has been found to give rea-
sonable agreement, at a level better than  50%, with 7 TeV LHC data on multijet produc-
tion [53, 54]. The diculty in modeling the QCD background requires that it be estimated
from data in an actual analysis. We discuss one approach to this estimation in section 4.
To reduce the statistical uncertainty associated with our QCD simulations, we bias the
event generation to favor high-pT events and record the event weights. We estimate the






where the wi are the individual event weights. This uncertainty is less than 10% for most
of the signal windows we use to obtain the results of section 4.
3.2 Analysis
Only jets with pT > 100 GeV and jj < 2:5 are considered in our analysis. In the discussion





























Figure 6. Probabilities to have 0, 1, 2, and 3 or more b-jets, among background events with at least
four jets and HT > 500 GeV. For QCD events the probability to have at least 3 b-jets is 1:2 10 3.
























Figure 7. Probabilities to have 0, 1, 2, and 3 or more b-jets, among background events with at
least four jets and HT > 500 GeV. The signal benchmarks are described in the text.
sum of jet pT 's, HT , using only these jets. To be selected, an event must have at least four
jets (nj  4), three or more of which must be b-tagged (nb  3). The probabilities to have
various nb, among events with nj  4 and HT > 500 GeV, are shown in gures 6 and 7 for
the backgrounds and for the three benchmark points introduced above.
Figure 7 shows a lower probability to satisfy the nb  3 requirement for Benchmark 1,
because B decays produce highly boosted Z 0 particles for this parameter point, leading to
Z 0 decays that typically produce a single jet. A more sophisticated analysis might attempt
to keep track of the number of b-tags associated with individual jets. Figures 6 and 7 also
suggest that it may be advantageous to require more than three b-jets, especially if one
adopts a looser b-tag algorithm with a higher eciency than we assume. For examples of
how requiring a high number of b-tags ( 5) may be able to reduce backgrounds and allow
discovery of certain signals, see ref. [55]. We present results for an analysis based on nb  3
to be conservative, and we will see that with this analysis there is discovery potential for
MB = 2 TeV at the HL-LHC.
For each selected event we apply three separate reconstruction strategies. These strate-
gies dier in how many of the jets in the event are used in the reconstruction and in how Z 0
candidates are identied. Once Z 0 candidates are found the identication of B candidates
proceeds identically for all three approaches.
The four-jet reconstruction uses only the four hardest jets in the event. Among these

















Figure 8. Distribution of signal events satisfying nj  4, nb  3, and HT > 500 GeV, for the three
benchmark signals. The rectangular selection windows are those of table 1, optimized for  = 10%.
both jets have 2=1 < 0:5, where N is the N -subjettiness variable dened in ref. [11] . This
approach is eective for MB MZ0 , in which case the Z 0 particles are produced with a large
boost. The six-jet reconstruction uses the six hardest jets in the event. Among these six
jets, two dijet pairs (comprising a total of four jets) are identied as Z 0 candidates if the dijet
masses match to within 10%. The ve-jet reconstruction uses the hardest ve jets and takes
a composite approach. Among the hardest ve jets, a single jet and a dijet pair are identied
as Z 0 candidates if their masses match to within 10% and the single jet has 2=1 < 0:5.
Regardless of which reconstruction method is applied to a particular event, there re-
main two available jets after two Z 0 candidates are identied. These jets are paired with
the Z 0 candidates in both possible ways. For each pairing, if the jet-Z 0 invariant masses are
within 10% of each other, then the jet-Z 0 systems are identied as B candidates, and the
two (MZ0 ;MB) pairs are recorded. If Z
0 candidates cannot be used to nd B candidates,
then the Z 0 candidates are discarded along with their associated masses.
A single event may yield numerous (MZ0 ;MB) pairs, produced by any and all of the
three reconstruction methods. Once we establish a range of MZ0 and MB values as a useful
window for a particular signal parameter point, we count an event as being in the window
once and only once if any of its (MZ0 ;MB) pairs falls in that window. This single counting
allows for a more straightforward statistical interpretation of results.
Figure 8 shows the distribution of signal events in the MZ0  MB plane for our three
benchmarks. To make these plots we divide the MZ0  MB plane into 10 GeV  20 GeV
pixels. A given event can count at most once in a given pixel but is allowed to be counted
in multiple pixels. Similarly, gure 9 shows the distribution of QCD and tt events in the
MZ0   MB plane. In the tt plot, we see a concentration of events near (MW ;Mt) due
to successful reconstruction of the W and top resonances. We get much larger counts in
a bulk region whose position is set by the HT , jet pT , and jet multiplicity requirements.
These are combinatorially favored \mispairings" produced by the six-jet reconstruction.
Mispairings also produce additional concentrations at MB Mt, with MZ0 'MW or with
MZ0 between MW and Mt. Finally, the counts at very small values of reconstructed MZ0
arise from the four-jet reconstruction, where individual jets with similar small jet masses

















Figure 9. Distribution of QCD (left) and tt (right) events satisfying nj  4, nb  3, and HT >
500 GeV. The pixels are 20 GeV  40 GeV (left) and 10 GeV  20 GeV (right) in size. The three
signal selection windows from gure 8 are also shown.
The Z 0=B search should be carried out in a way that covers as much of the MZ0  MB
plane as possible. In section 4 we present the results of the following strategy: for a
given MZ0 ;MB signal point to be tested, we impose a cut HT > 1:5MB and construct an
appropriate window in the MZ0  MB plane. We set the boundaries of the window by a
loose optimization of the quantity
Sp
S +B + (B)2
; (3.2)
where S and B are the expected numbers of signal and background events in the window,
and where  represents the systematic uncertainty associated with the background in the








d f(jB; B) g(nj); (3.4)
where g(nj) is the Poisson distribution with mean  and f(xj; ) is the normal







We will present results for  = 0 and  = 10%. In the following section, we argue that

















Benchmark 1 Benchmark 2 Benchmark 3
[50 GeV, 1000 GeV] [750 GeV, 1500 GeV] [1500 GeV, 2000 GeV]
Bottom-left corner (30, 840); (40, 860) (640, 1280); (660, 1360) (1360, 1840); (1360, 1840)
Top-right corner (70, 1120); (60, 1100) (780, 1560); (780, 1520) (1500, 2080); (1500, 2080)
Table 1. Benchmark signal windows optimized for L = 300 fb 1, with all units in GeV. The rst
entry is for 0% systematics ( = 0), and the second entry is for 10% systematics ( = 10%).
4 Results
We have studied the discovery prospects for 45 signal parameter points in all. Tables 1 and
and 2 provide detailed results for our three benchmark points. Table 1 gives the MZ0 MB
selection windows used for each benchmark, optimized for an integrated luminosity of
L = 300 fb 1, and for either  = 0 and  = 10%. The windows for  = 10% are shown
in gures 8 and 9. Table 2 shows the numbers of events that pass the various cuts in our
analysis, for background and for the three signal benchmarks.
In an actual experimental analysis it will be important to estimate the QCD back-
ground from data. The background in a given window can be estimated using events with
fewer b-tagged jets. For the  = 10% selection windows of table 1, table 3 compares the




# with nj jets and nb  3
# with nj jets and nb = 0

 (# in window, with nj jets and nb = 0) : (4.1)
In the rst factor, the events must pass the HT cut (which diers for the dierent bench-
marks, as the HT cut is set to be HT > 1:5MB), but the events are not required to yield
Z 0 or B candidates. In the second factor, the events must pass the full analysis, with at
least one pair of Z 0 and B candidates with masses in the window, except that the usual
requirement nb  3 is replaced with nb = 0.
Instead of using nb = 0 events for the estimate, one could instead use nb < 3, nb = 1,
or nb = 2 events, which might be more accurate. However, table 3 shows that using nb = 0
events works rather well for the benchmark windows, and the signal contamination of the
background in the nb = 0 samples is less than 1% for all three windows.
For most of the signal points we investigated, the accuracy of the estimate using
nb = 0 events is comparable to the level of agreement shown in table 3. Exceptions include
several of the points with MZ0 = 100 GeV, where the tt background makes up a larger
component of the background then for other points, due to the presence of W 's. However,
these points are heavily signal-dominated, i.e. they have a large S=
p
B. If the background
estimation is not quite as good as we assume, the discovery potential changes very little.
Furthermore, other handles for estimating the background will be at experimentalists'
disposal, including events with reconstructed MZ0 and/or MB values outside the window,
or perhaps events for which the mass-matching that identies Z 0 and/or B candidates

















Cut QCD tt Benchmark 1 Benchmark 2 Benchmark 3
4 jets, HT > 500 GeV 8:9 108 6:9 106 14900 888 69.2
HT > 1500 GeV; nb  3 47200 5400 3740 491 39.6
HT > 2250 GeV; nb  3 5550 643 1160 412 38.8
HT > 3000 GeV; nb  3 834 98.4 203 143 31.6


























Sig. 1 analysis 0% (10%) 41.8 (18.3) 4.34 (1.67) 276 (256) | |
Sig. 2 analysis 0% (10%) 130 (72.5) 15.0 (8.35) | 109 (81.1) |
Sig. 3 analysis 0% (10%) 10.5 (10.5) 1.09 (1.09) | | 5.51 (5.51)
Table 2. Cut table for L = 300 fb 1. In the fth row the three entries are for cuts on HT of
1500, 2250, 3000 GeV, respectively. The nal results, shown in the bottom three rows for  = 0
and  = 10%, have HT >
3
2MB and require events to land in the appropriate (MZ0 ;MB) window,
dened in table 1.
Benchmark Window 1 Benchmark Window 2 Benchmark Window 3
full analysis, with nb  3 19:9 1:1 80:9 1:7 11:6 0:3
nb = 0
nb  3 estimate 21:7 0:4 0:3 78:5 0:5 1:9 12:0 0:1 0:7
S=B in window 8:3 10 3 3:5 10 4 1:7 10 4
nb = 1
nb  3 estimate 21:9 0:4 0:6 79:6 0:6 2:4 12:1 0:1 0:9
S=B in window 0:15 6:3 10 3 2:9 10 3
nb = 2
nb  3 estimate 21:2 0:6 1:5 79:7 0:9 4:0 12:0 0:2 1:6
S=B in window 1:4 6:4 10 2 2:9 10 2
Table 3. For L = 300 fb 1, actual background counts (top row) and the associated estimates using
events with zero, one, or two b-tagged jets. The actual counts come with Monte Carlo uncertainties,
and the estimates come with Monte Carlo uncertainties followed by statistical uncertainties associ-
ated with the estimation method. Also shown are signal-to-background ratios for each window and
nb requirement.
Figure 10 shows the projected discovery potential in the MZ0  MB plane for L =
30 fb 1, 300 fb 1, and 3000 fb 1. Discovery at the 5 level is possible for a broad range
of MZ0 , with MB . 1250 GeV for 30 fb 1, with MB . 1600 GeV for 300 fb 1, and with
MB . 2000 GeV for 3000 fb 1.
5 Conclusions
The hunt for new colored fermions is an integral part of the broad search strategy employed
at the LHC. To date almost all searches for new vector-like partners of the top or bottom
quarks have been in nal states containing SM bosons (W; Z; or h). We have pointed out
that, by virtue of being vector-like, it is straightforward for the heavy quarks to be charged






























































































































































Figure 10. Signicance contours for L = 30, 300, and 3000 fb 1, and for  = 0 and 10%. The
black points indicate the signal parameter points from which the contour plot was generated.
have focussed on the simple case of a new U(1)0 group which a vector-like B quark is
charged under. We have described a simple realisation of this scenario, based around the
concept of the \Eective Z 0". We have outlined the wide range of new phenomena and
interesting search channels that exist in this class of simple models, which contain only
three new particles. If the kinetic mixing between U(1)0 and hypercharge is small the new
channels all involve multiple b quarks. We demonstrated that there is a broad region of
parameter space in these models where the new decay B ! bZ 0=! b(bb) dominates.
We have presented a search method that can simultaneously observe the new quark
and the new gauge boson in nal states containing up to six b quarks, by carrying out a
two-dimensional mass reconstruction of events. The large QCD and smaller tt backgrounds
can be eectively reduced by requiring pairs of resonances whose masses are close, which
in turn contain sub-resonances whose masses reconstruct to be the same. Although there
are many b quarks in the nal state we take a conservative approach and require only
three b-tags. A better understanding of b-tagging eciencies may allow this requirement
to be strengthened, leading to a further suppression of background. The kinematics of the
process are sensitive to the mass splitting between B and Z 0 and we account for this be
varying our reconstruction technique with the number of nal state jets and employing
the techniques of N -subjettiness to uncover merged jets from the Z 0 decay. We nd that
discovery at the 5 level is possible for a broad range of MZ0 , with MB . 1250 GeV for

















It is intriguing that the recently observed Galactic center excess can be explained by
weak scale DM annihilating into b quarks. If this takes place through a new mediator one
might expect new b-quark partners which may themselves decay into the mediator. We
have provided one such example of this and have shown that the LHC has the capability
to test this DM scenario over much of its parameter space.
Finally, the technique we describe is not unique to the model we analyse and will be
widely applicable to many models where a new particle is pair produced and decays to a
lighter new state, nally decaying to SM particles. For instance, the approach we advocate
has an obvious extension to vector-like top quarks, T ! tZ 0 ! t(bb)=(tt). It would also
enhance RPV gluino searches [13, 14] in the case where the squarks are lighter than the
gluinos.
Note added. While this work was in the nal stages of completion CMS released details
of a search for T in the exotic mode T ! bW 0 with W 0 decaying leptonically [56]. The
CMS analysis also searches simultaneously for two new particles and carries out a two-
dimensional mass reconstruction of events, but the nal state and particle content are
dierent from what we consider.
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